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Contributing to our
Community

the contributions an
individual makes
to her or his fellow
human beings."

- Margaret MeadPort of the responsibility of being a good

corporate citizen is contributing to the quality

of life in the community. Stork Industrial enjoys

its involvement in Northeast Ohio civic and

cultural affairs. For example, partnering with

Western Reserve Public Television to sponsor

Stark County Then 8, Now, and the Canton

Symphony's Madama Butterfly helps us ensure

the community's historical and cultural integrity

is maintained.

Northeast Ohio's reputation as a manufacturing giant has

suffered in recent years; however, many fine facilities still flourish

and are staffed by skilled machinists and engineers. Partnering with the

educatianal community, Stark Industrial works with educators to develop

engineering curricula conveying the skills necessary in a shop environment, giving

tours to prospective engineers and machinists, and helping students realize that a

fulfilling career in machine trades is possible.

Stark Industrial considers strong work ethic and good mathematical skills when

hiring our machinists and engineers. Keeping pace with current technology is fiscally

impractical for most high schools and technical schools, so we engage in complete

on-the-job training whenever necessary.
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A Unique Success Story ...
Stark Industrial believes there ar~ two reasons

for its unique success: outstanding employees

and diversification in the marketplace. Many

of its 40 employees became a part of the

Stark Industrial family right after high school

graduation, remaining with the company 20,

30, and even 40+ years later. Stark Industrial

has great people with excellent work ethics and

outstanding machining and engineering skills.

In this era of outsourcing, Stark Industrial

is not only competing successfully, but has

even recaptured market shares from foreign

competition whose precision and timely

performance couldn't keep pace. Its rapidly

expanding list of markets includes:

In order to ensure the precision that defines

Stark Industrial, we employ rigid quality

control standards. Our experienced inspectors

work in a temperature·controlled environment

furnished with the most up·to-date measuring

devices guaranteeing that the tooling and parts

produced will reflect the tightest specifications.

Quality is iust one of the reasons we earned

our ISO 9001 :2000 certification.

A Brief Explanation of What We Do...

Stark Industrial manufactures unique parts

with superior precision machining quality.

Using CNC machining techniques, parts are

manufactured for a wide variety of industries.

We utilize a complement of manufacturing

services to take row material such as stainless,

aluminum, and exotic metals through a variety

of processes to complete a finished product.

Our products will not be found on store shelves,

but are components in larger products and

assemblies in a variety of world-wide industries.

Interesting hard-to-find niche services that

Stark Industrial offers include small-hole drilling,

wire EDM, hard machining, non-round grinding

and Swiss machining.
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For many years Stark Industrial has distributed

products of the most respected manufacturers

in the industrial market. In our early years we

had a very broad offering, but more recently

our focus has been on cutting tools and

measuring instruments. Specializing in these

two areas gives our clients an unparalleled

resource for the very best in technical expertise

for the application of these products.
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~ Environmental Control
~ Aerospace
~ Medical
~ Rubber
~ Machine Tool
~ Steel
~ Food Processing
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Stark's president
after 50 years,
;s a true first
Generation

success story
who knew
"failure in

business was
simply not an

option."
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Stark Industrial has been a family-owned

business since its inception in 1959. Each of

its three generations brings a special niche to

the company's expanding array of products

and services giving it a great advantage in the

growing global manufacturing community. !
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Still president after 50 years, Ray Wilkof founded

Stark Industrial selling power transmission

equipment and cutting tools from a small

storefront in Canton. Those tools soon required

re·sharpening so he purchased a grinder, and

with that, began the manufacturing services of its

business. In 1976, Ray's son Sam joined Stark

Industrial to grow the measuring equipment and

precision parts divisions. In 2005, Sam's son

Jonathan joined the company. An engineer with

an Industrial Technology degree, Jonathan led

the company through a rigorous ISO 9001 :2000

certification process.
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Stark Industrial's
Green Policy
Stark Industrial has maintained a long-standing

commitment to green manufacturing practices. Through

recycling, reclamation and reduction we have respected

the environment and our neighbors for 50 years. This is

our Green commitment, policy and philosophy.
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